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OEM Home Nail Polish Dryer Portable 16w mini nail dryer 

machine with 8 led lights Price 

Wholesale Home Nail Polish Dryer. This machine including 3 pcs of LEDs bulbs and 
each one watts for finger nail drying. When you doing nail art at home or outside by 
yourself,It will be perfect match demands,Or for different colors of nail gel for each finger. 
Home Nail Polish Dryer is a small size product 5.8cm height very suitable for spare time 
gel art fans.It connects a USB-A Micro charging cable that you can use a even 5w cube 
charger to work with it,personal computer or travel power banks.After get Home Nail 
Polish Dryer, Life will be more easy it will be a light stuff to carry when moving to other 
area. 
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Packing list(With box): 
1.3W nail dryer body 

2.Manual 

1. Product Introduction of Home Nail Polish Dryer 

Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

Attention 

1.Real Sun light manicure,Won’t cause problem of black hand and eye injury. 

2. Built-in 60 seconds timer technology, with a mirror and more convenient to use. 

3. Dual light source (365 + 405nm wavelength), LED design to dry all UV glue and LED 
glue. 

4. 8 lamp beads evenly to desiccate , which can dry the nail in all directions and more 
free. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Home Nail Polish 

Dryer Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led 

lights 

New Nail lamp 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer 

Atocnail industry 

co.,limited 

Type 
3 Leds nail 

lamp 

ODM 

Customization 
Packing,logo 
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3. Product Feature and Application of Home Nail Polish 

Dryer Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led 

lights 

1.Plug it with a micro cable and connect with a charger/power bank/PC with power 
support. 

2.Turn on button ‘Press’ 

3.Put your finger into the manicure light and it will dry 45s automatically 

4.Press one time more for 60s gel drying 

 

Product name Home Nail Polish Dryer 

Leds 3 bulbs each 1 watt 

Wired or wireless Wired micro usb cable 
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Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-Tinykeser 

Color Pink White 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A USB 24V/1.5A 

Product size 45*45*58mm 

 

4. Product Details of Home Nail Polish Dryer Portable 16w 

mini nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

The bulb well-distributed on lamp and the metal reflective bottom plate enable the light to 
be irradiated uniformly and quickly cured without dead zones. UV LED dryer can be using 
for more than 5 years and without big issue. 

Manicure dryer machine with UV and LED dual light, 50% faster than regular 3w nail 
lamps and curing no pain. The nail lamp used by DIY nail art lovers is simple and easy to 
use. You can enjoy the fun of DIY nails at home without going to the salon. Uv nail lamp 
is also a perfect gift for you, friends, lovers and family 
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5. Product Qualification of Home Nail Polish Dryer 

Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

Return&Exchange on mini2 manicure machine: 

We need get related photos and description to prove products are wrong items or 
defective stock. crucial information on aparticular need to be filled if that is urgent , It will 
be replaced directly and no such steps. We’ll arrange the collection after your 
return&exchange application is viewed and approved. 

Item maintain time 12 months,If customers return stuff to your side in limited date we will 
replace them straightly. 
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6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Home Nail Polish Dryer 

Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

Deliver method: We can help for shipping to your country and warehouse or deliver 
package to place you want. 

MOQ:1000 pcs 

Deliver time: 5-30 days based on quantity 

Price item: FOB or CIF 
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7. FAQ of 3W home nail dryer Portable Home Nail Polish 

Dryer machine with 8 led lights 

Can we put logo on the portable nail light? 
Yes, We can put logo on it and that will spend a longer time than regularly,Also we 
support changing retail packing. 

What kind of payment you accept? 
We accept wire transfer(T/T)company wire. 
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